
Fashion follows function  
so gear up for summer!
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collections Men/Women
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Fashion 
follows 

function
Gaastra is an international nautical lifestyle brand with 

roots dating back as far as 1897. With a unique and hugely 

successful combination of functionality and fashion, the 

company is a constantly growing force in an increasing 

number of countries in and outside Europe. Experience  

gained from developing Gaastra PRO, a highly technical 

professional sailing line, is always used to perfect the 

functional qualities of the high-end casual Gaastra 

Sportswear and Breton collections. 

Over the years, Gaastra’s focus has been shifting more 

and more towards fashion. The Sportswear and Breton 

collections offer more options in colors, fits, models and 

items every year. Recently introduced Gaastra BLUE is  

a complete casual denim collection. Still, the technical 

aspects of the collection remain of the utmost importance 

for Gaastra. This year’s fashion collection actually offers 

some amazing functional qualities. Because in the philosophy 

of Gaastra, fashion follows function. 

So gear up for summer!
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22-year-old Douwe Gaastra established Gaastra 

as a sail-making company in 1897 in the Dutch 

town of Sneek. He set out on a mission: to make 

sailing gear better, faster and more efficient. 

More than 100 years of sailing experience 

later, Gaastra Pro has become a highly 

respected name in the field of technical sailing 

gear, using the most advanced techniques 

and materials. Tested by professional crews 

under extreme racing conditions, Gaastra Pro 

guarantees optimal protection and comfort 

for all types of sailing, on all types of water, 

and in all kinds of weather conditions. The 

best possible gear for achieving a perfect 

performance before, during and after the 

regatta or voyage.
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Famous for its hazardous waters, large waves, strong 

currents and drifting icebergs, Cape Horn is notorious as  

a sailor’s graveyard. ‘Rounding the Horn’ is widely regarded 

as one of the major challenges in yachting. The Cape  

Horn GX-01 Ocean Jacket is designed to withstand the  

most extreme conditions. Maximum protection, comfort 

and safety are keywords.

Quality without 
compromise

OCEAN JACKET CAPE HORN
45.120.121
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Thermoplastic adhesive  

film applied to sewn seams 

to prevent water and  

wind penetration.

Highly durable Kevlar®-

reinforced fabric that offers 

comfort and protection.

Engineered to keep you  

dry and comfortable so  

that you can concentrate 

on performance.

Reflective badges and piping.

High-performance fabric that 

keeps water out and allows 

per spi ra tion to escape.

FABRIC 

SEAMS

ZIPPERS

REINFORCED FABRIC 

REFLECTIVE PRINT 

High-tech materials
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Douwe Gaastra’s dream to make sailing faster, more efficient and more exciting inspired him to start his 

own sail making shop back in 1897. The sailing shop was closed years ago, but Douwe Gaastra’s passion for 

top-level high-speed performance lives on. It is still the driving force behind everything the company does. 

Gaastra’s incurable addiction to exciting sailing action is clearly expressed by the extensive sponsor program. 

The vast fleet of sailing pros sponsored by Gaastra includes Olympic medal winners, Rolex Cup veterans 

and many other international regatta legends. But the company’s involvement doesn’t stop there. As official 

partner of some of the most prestigious regattas, such as the Copa del Rey and the Voiles de Saint-Barth, 

the company plays an important part in the international regatta world. But the local roots are not forgotten. 

The sponsorship of the traditional Sneekweek in Gaastra’s homeland, The Netherlands, clearly proves that 

the company honors its heritage with pride.

Addicted to action!
Gaastra sponsors crews and regattas all over the world
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A carefree holiday mood with loads of cool references to 

top-class sailing, that’s this year‘s Sportswear Collection in a 

nutshell. But that doesn’t even come close to describing the 

versatile selection of classy, cool and colorful items Gaastra 

has to offer. A browse through the next pages will speak for 

itself. This year’s Sportswear Collection is divided into two 

themes: SOUTH BAY and KEY WEST. 
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MEN
JACKET LANCE

35.3135.31-339

T-SHIRT LEIF
35.7100.31-304

SHORT FLANK
35.6815.31-351

WOMEN
JACKET MEMOIR

36.1165.31-300

POLO MALEDIVEN
36.7165.31-339

SHORT MORNING GLORY
36.6110.31-301

SHOES SEIZINGS 
66.1401.31-190
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Ready for action? The crisp looking South Bay theme draws inspiration from the exciting 

world of top-class regatta sailing. Technical fabrics, soft microfibers and crackle fabrics 

are combined with reflective accents, sailing stickers and regatta graphics. Shirts and 

details have very fine blue and white lines. The clear color card, consisting of white, 

black and bright nautical blue underlines the link to pro sailing. A super bright yellow 

pop-up color offers a surprising summery touch.

South Bay
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JACKET LE SAIL
35.1127.31-339

T-SHIRT LEIF
35.7100.31-339

BAG LILMULE MEN
35.8115.31-304

GAASTRA EYEWEAR

BAG LILMULE MEN
35.8115.31-304
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This elegant lady’s jacket, clearly based on the traditional trench coat, has some surprising 

functional features. Made of PR-G Air, it is windproof and waterproof and offers perfect 

breathability. Thanks to a special heavy garment wash, the beautiful color fully comes 

to life. Add to that some extra nice details like a two-way zipper and detachable hood, 

and this coat offers excellent jaw-dropping qualities. 

Cool classic
JACKET MILDSTEEL 
36.1155.31-303
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JACKET MILDSTEEL
36.1155.31-303

LONGSLEEVE MARINE
36.4135.31-304

SHORT MADEIRA
36.6115.31-339

BAG MURILO
36.8113.31-304

SHOES SAFARI VINTAGE
66.1412.31-311
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JACKET GILROY
35.1172.31-351

PULLOVER OPEN SEA 
35.4120.31-304
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JACKET LIMITS
35.1150.31-339

From the typical nautical color blocking to the technical 

black, reflective accents on the top, everything about this 

crispy clean crew jacket radiates pure top-class regatta 

sailing. And it has the functional qualities to boot. Made 

of PR-G Air it is windproof and waterproof with excellent 

breathability. Thanks to fully taped seams, not a drop of 

water will seep through. This is exactly what Gaastra 

means with fashion follows function.

Crew call!
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JACKET LIMITS
35.1150.31-339

RUGBY LANDEN
35.5105.31-339

PANTS LAGOON
35.6125.31-312

GAASTRA EYEWEAR



The Audi MAPFRE 

Copa del Rey

The Audi MAPFRE Copa del Rey has been a well-

established yachting tradition for over 30 years now. 

Held annually at the prestigious Real Club Nautico 

de Palma, the race draws a huge fleet of top crews 

in several racing classes to the island of Mallorca. 

The impressive crowd of spectators add a touch of 

pure glamour. Gaastra is proud to be official partner 

of this fantastic sailing spectacle.

The Copa del Rey, Spanish for ‘King’s Cup’, is the most 

important regatta for IMS type yachts in the Mediterranean 

and also includes races for several other racing classes, 

such as SWAN. The royal seal is more than a marketing 

On his majesty’s 
sailing service



Palma de Mallorca, Mallorca

39 34 N, 2 39 E

gimmick. The Spanish royal family are amongst the faithful 

fans and can often be seen following the races from close by. 

The entire week is filled with exciting races and glamorous 

social events. 

It is never a punishment to spend time on Mallorca, but if 

you are a sailing enthusiast, Palma really is the only place 

to be in August. As official partner of the event, Gaastra 

has been right in the middle of the action for five years now. 

And hopefully for many years to come. The combination of 

fabulous weather, spectacular action and a host of must-do 

events… it just cannot be missed.
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Key West kick-starts summer with a blistering hot color explosion. It offers bright 

red, hot orange, clear marine blue and vintage burgundy for men and passion fruit, 

opal, blush and ripe shiraz for women. Vintage washes underline the carefree tropical 

feeling of this famous sailing paradise in Florida. As if the items have soaked in salty 

seawater all summer long. Key West ensures an instant full holiday mode. 

Key West

DRESS NERJA
36.2270.31-370

SCARF NELSON PARERO 
36.8230.31-361
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SWEAT SPRINGBREAK 
36.5230.31-338

SINGLET NAMA
36.7220.31-338

SHORT NORTHERN LIGHTS
36.6210.31-361
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The Key West theme is richly decorated. Beautiful beads, 

surprising inside-out prints, dip-dyed styles, a hint of metallic 

foil in prints and a cheerful mix of stripes and checks ensure 

a fun and exotic feeling. 

There’s plenty of low-key items to choose from as well. The 

dreamy two-tone polo shirts and sweaters with subtle ton-

sur-ton printing are great examples. The fresh color card 

ensures a tropical look for all items.

Eye for detail

POLO NOAH
36.7280.31-338
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The sweltering heat on a long summer day always seems 

full of promise and expectation. As if something exciting 

can happen at any moment. The Key West theme perfectly 

captures this summer feeling with a mix of sunny styles 

and slim fits. Authentic nautical badges and mini American 

flag details add a nice and rugged touch. It promises to 

be a long hot summer!

Full of expectation
TUNIC NANSENA WOMEN
36.2255.31-370
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WOMEN
TUNIC NANSENA WOMEN
36.2255.31-338

BIKINI NILANDE
36.9220.31-381

BAG NIAGARA FALLS
36.8210.31-310

SCARF BARCA A VELA
36.8232.31-370

MEN
POLO GARETH
35.7217.31-338

SHORT FLANK
35.6815.31-310



SWEAT GLYDER
35.5205.31-361

POLO ROYAL
35.7920.31-390

GERALD
35.6215.31
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JACKET GOZANI
35.1242.31-384

POLO GABRIEL
35.7218.31-313

SHORT JIB
35.6935.31-339 

GAASTRA EYEWEAR

Chill… Even in the middle of winter, the temperature hardly ever 

drops below 21 degrees in Key West. Because most people 

are likely to encounter some less favorable conditions this 

season, the Key West theme includes a nice selection of 

two-tone hooded sweaters and some comfortable and 

warm jackets as well.

So if a long summer evening on the terrace gets a little 

chilly or the breeze during that sailing trip is a bit stif fer 

than expected, Gaastra ensures maximum comfor t.  

The bright fruity orange, red and clear marine blue colors 

radiate pure summer. Easy chilling in style all season long!
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Proud to be 
part of it!

The Voiles de Saint Barth is one of the fastest 

growing regattas in the Caribbean and probably 

the most amazing sailing spectacle you’ll ever see. 

Over the last four years this event has managed 

to draw more and more top crews and high-profile 

spectators to the tiny island paradise. The Voiles 

de Saint Barth is now one of the must-do regattas. 

Gaastra, official partner since the very beginning, is 

extremely proud to be part of this wonderful event 

and its magnificent success.

Based on the wind conditions of each day, the race committee 

selects the best out of more than 20 pre-plotted courses 

to guarantee spectacular racing action. The traditional 

Les Voiles d
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Gustavia, Île Saint-Barthélemy 

17 90 N, 62 85 W

de Saint-Barth
highlight of the event is the Round-the-Island race, which 

offers challenging conditions for the crews and spectacular 

views for all spectators on the island. But there is so much 

more to the Voiles de Saint Barth than yacht racing alone…

Being a popular resort for the jet set, Saint Barth offers every 

facility you could ever wish for. There’s a host of top-class 

hotels, restaurants, bars, clubs and beach side terraces to 

choose from. The pearly white beaches and beautiful blue 

water offer the finishing touch. Everything is sprinkled with 

the typical Caribbean feel-good flavor. Attending the Voiles 

de Saint Bart is like spending a week in ultimate sailing 

paradise. If you ever have a chance to be part of it, take it!
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WOMEN
LONGSLEEVE PAS DE CALAIS
36.7355.31-314

SHORT PADDOCK
36.6325.31-360

BAG PECHEUR
36.8311.31-314

BELT ANCHORAGE SMALL
36.8394.31-132

MEN
JACKET AFFINITY 
35.1449.31-345

SHIRT BITT MEN
35.2445.31-323

SHORT COBAIN
35.6940.31-310

BELT KNOT MEN
35.8491.31-345



Classical elegance with a surprising and subtle modern touch, that’s what Gaastra 

Breton is all about. Named after the famous navy and white stripe which originates 

in Brittany, the Breton collection always draws inspiration from the rich nautical 

history. Authentic designs, models, patterns and techniques are translated into 

a beautiful, elegant fashionable collection with a top-quality feel.

This season Gaastra Breton is divided into two themes: BAY  OF  BISCAY and 

TOUR  DE  BELLE  ÎIE. Bay of Biscay combines a sober color card with cool 

looking sturdy details and finishes. Tour de Belle ÎIe is characterized by a nostalgic, 

summery Brittany color card and many subtle details. Both themes are 

characterized by a luxurious handcrafted feel and a sun and seawater bleached 

look that is typical for Gaastra. 
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T-SHIRT SINGAPORE
36.7430.31-310
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The Bay of Biscay, between Brittany and the northern coast 

of Spain, is a legendary sailing area because of its unique 

combination of shallow waters and notoriously turbulent 

weather, which results in an extremely choppy sea. This 

playground for fanatical sailors is the source of inspiration 

for this beautifully understated theme. 

The Bay of Biscay theme is surprisingly low-key with a sober 

nautical color card of navy, white and the stony white of 

sails. Weathered jute and a hint of lavender add a touch 

of color. The subtle use of badges and logos is combined 

with very fine details in applications, stitches and finishes. 

A wonderful mix of a robust sailing look and a handcrafted 

look and feel.

Bay of Biscay

MEN
PULLOVER COUNTER
35.5312.31-314

WOMEN
T-SHIRT SINGAPORE
36.7430.31-310
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Gaastra’s nautical heritage offers an 

inexhaustible source of inspiration. There’s 

so many great authentic designs, models, 

patterns and symbols to work with. Twice a 

year, the Breton collection combines these 

classical elements with the latest fashion 

trends to offer a fresh new version of the 

genuine sailing styles. 

These cool leather sandals are a great 

example. The off-white rope refers to the 

gear used on old sailing ships, the eyelet 

could actually come from a real sail. The 

leather is oiled to create the ultimate vintage 

effect. Meanwhile, the rubber soles ensure 

perfect grip in all circumstances.

Endless 
inspiration

KNITWEAR SILVER LAKE
36.4465.31-310

DENIM SEVILLA DAMAGED
36.6465.31-127

BELT SAN MARINO
36.8490.31-345

SANDALS FID
66.4401.31-280

SANDALS FID
66.4401.31-280
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Pure The Bay of Biscay theme has a very low-key look and feel 

compared to other Gaastra collections. With the sober 

nautical color card combined with no-nonsense, rugged 

finishes and subtle artworks, Gaastra clearly turns a new 

corner. Surprisingly, this collection is actually one of the 

strongest ever examples of the nautically inspired fashion 

the company is known for.
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WOMEN
BLAZER SINTRA SOLID

36.5440.31-310

POLO STRAND 
36.7455.31-339

MEN
SWEAT ALLAN

35.5405.31-310

RUGBY AMI
35.5400.31-339



Over 2,000 boats participate in the Barcolana regatta

Barcolana 
A sailing event like no other

Imagine a starting line spanning more than 1.8 

kilometers, with a wide variety of yachts in several 

shapes and sizes lined up neatly next to each other. 

The Barcolana regatta, held every second Sunday in 

October in the Gulf of Trieste is one of the largest 

sailing races in the world. The more than 2,000 

crews are made up of both professionals and 

amateurs, which makes the Barcolana regatta a 

truly unique event.
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Trieste, Italy

45 38 N, 13 48 E

The first edition of the Barcolana regatta took place in 

1969 and thanks to the unique set-up of the race, it 

quickly became one of the most popular traditions in the 

international yachting world. Any mono-hull sailing boat 

over 6 meters can enter this race over 16 nautical miles 

in the Gulf of Trieste. This means amateurs in small 19-feet 

boats are racing right alongside 100-feet racing yachts with 

professional and experienced crews. At last year’s edition, 

no less than 25,000 sailors on some 2,000 boats were 

involved in the race.

Once the competitors set off, the Gulf of Trieste offers an 

amazing sight. The boats start at the Victory lighthouse 

and run a 16 nautical mile course over the Gulf of Trieste, 

around 4 buoys. The sheer mass of the fleet is one of the 

most impressive things you’ll ever see. It’s almost like a herd 

of wild animals stampeding over the sea. There really is no 

place on earth where the passion for sailing comes to life in 

such a fun and carefree way. Barcolana is an event every 

sailing enthusiast must experience at least once.
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MEN
SWIMTRUNK CERF

35.9320.31-314

WOMEN
BIKINI PARBUCKLE

36.9320.31-314
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The Tour de Belle ÎIe theme is inspired by a unique nautical event that 

celebrates pure passion for sailing. It presents the classic Brittany sailor look 

at its sunniest best. Washed navy and the white of sails set the tone, with 

accents in sun bleached red and faded tourmaline blue. It’s a very refined 

collection with a nostalgic feeling. The items are richly decorated and offer 

a handcrafted look and feel. At the same time, rugged details like two-face 

fabrics rubbed bear and bleached treatments give the collection a cool, casual 

and nostalgic feeling. 

The Tour de Belle ÎIe theme is full of striking and surprising touches, such as 

this gorgeous trimmed wind jacket. Made of a unique lightweight wind and 

water resistant material, it offers great functional qualities, but that is not 

what this jacket is about. It’s all about grabbing your moment in the spotlight!

Rugged summer 
dreams…

JACKET PENNANT FLAG
36.1360.31-358

POLO CAPSQUARE
35.7325.31-382
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POLO CAPE VERDE 
35.7327.31-360
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BLAZER PLOUGASTEL
36.1305.31-382

SHIRT BRIDGE WOMEN
36.2330.31-314

SHORT PADDOCK
36.6310.31-330

BELT ANCHORAGE SMALL
36.8394.31-132

SHOES AWNING 
66.7404.31-750
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LONGSLEEVE PORT DE BREST
36.4365.31-314

PANTS SCARLINO 
36.6442.31-339

SHOES JEDBURY 
66.4403.31-260
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The lady’s items of the Tour de Belle ÎIe theme offer a beautiful 

mix of rugged elegance. The shirt has a unique print on the 

inside and a nice little line of gold in the neck. The faded 

fabrics and artworks offer a tough look, which contrasts 

wonderfully with the stylish cuts and fits that are used 

for the shirts and pants. A dreamy, daring and extremely 

feminine collection with a strong touch.

Strong and feminine

LONGSLEEVE PORT DE BREST
36.4365.31-314
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SHOES MAST LEATHER
65.1406.31-770

SANDALS KEVELS
66.4102.31-774

Gaastra Footwear is designed according to the ‘Grip on any 

deck’ philosophy. This means all shoes are designed to keep 

your feet firmly on deck when you’re sailing, but they are also 

perfectly suited to show some style when you’re lounging on the  

beach, shopping in the high street or dancing on the floor of the 

town’s most prestigious club. Each year, the Gaastra Footwear 

collection offers a set of traditional boat shoe designs, which  

is completely revamped to meet the latest fashion trends. Like  

the clothing collections, Gaastra Footwear is divided into Sports 

and Breton collections.

Grip on any deck
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SHOES BELAY
65.1118.31-190
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SHOES HALYARD
66.1404.31-260
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Wherever Gaastra Footwear goes, the sun 

will surely follow. The Sportswear collection 

of Gaastra Footwear is more exuberant than 

ever with a rainbow of bright sunny colors 

to choose from. They will lighten up any 

occasion. And that is just the outside…

 

 

The interior is richly finished and extremely 

comfortable, the two-tone outside offers a 

beautiful sleek and cheeky look and the sole 

ensures grip under all circumstances. These 

elegant sneakers could instantly be anybody’s 

favorite pair. 

Walking on sunshine

SHOES CAYMEN SPORTS 
66.1114.31
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Explore Gaastra 
all over the world

What do Amsterdam, Hamburg, Antwerp and 

Newport have in common? Well, besides the 

fact that they are legendary harbor cities, they 

all have their own Gaastra flagship store. In 

addition to the well-known Gaastra sections 

in high-end fashion stores, there is a growing 

number of dedicated Gaastra flagship stores 

and multi brand stores in and outside Europe. 

If you want to enjoy the full Gaastra experience, 

be sure to step on board of one of these stores! 

Enter Gaastra online

How about getting the full Gaastra shopping 

experience on your computer, laptop or tablet 

24/7? You can access gaastrastore.com any 

time to see all the latest collections and items. 

Find something you want? Just order your 

favorite items with a few simple mouse clicks!

See you soon! 
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Want a peek behind the scenes? 

Check out the Spring/Summer 2013 

making-of video!

check out the store locator at gaastra.eu

Gaastra 1897 Gaastra Fashion Gaastra International Sportswear
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